
The Shaftesbury Vipers 10

An Introduction

A welcome from Club Captain

Time trials can appear very mysterious creatures, with code names and rules and odd looking machines
and kit. They call the time trial ‘The Race of Truth’. The real truth though is that it is just you and the clock –
and none of those special extras are necessary. A TT is a chance to pin on a number and be part of
something, a great vehicle for self-improvement – no matter what your time. We’re here to explain how it
works, and welcome everyone to give it a go. Any questions, just ask. You are most welcome to join us any
Wednesday throughout the summer when any bike and all comers will always be warmly welcomed and
well looked after.

Chapeau, ride on.

- Kevin Baumber

The Route

The Vipers circuit starts on the Blackmore Road near the junction of
Metsons Lane. 1 full lap anti clockwise takes you through Blackmore into
Fryerning & Mill Green before dropping past The Vipers Public House on the
way to Highwood before turning left, back past the start line to the finish in
Blackmore before the junction with Wenlocks Lane.

The roads are quiet and marshals will direct you on the two junctions.

Rules of the Time Trial

White light on the front, red light on the back. Wear a helmet, No ‘drafting’ behind other riders - you can
overtake and whizz off but must not stay in the space about the footprint of a double decker bus for too
many seconds. Obey the Highway code and be respectful of other road users. Look ahead (head up), and
ride safe. No turning close to the start (dismount or ride further up the road). No littering.

*** Please note that front & rear lights as well as a helmet are compulsory as required by the time trials governing body,
anybody failing to have working lights or a helmet at the start will not be permitted to start.



Signing On

Sign on (literally!) at Mountnessing village hall, near the windmill. What3Words address is bike.races.calls
(naturally!). There is a large car park so there should be plenty of room. The clubhouse will be open from
5:30pm onwards, it is worth getting there early to go through the sign on formalities and get yourself
prepared. For club events you do not have to sign back in after (like you do in larger ‘Open’ events) but you
must return your number. Pin the number on your lower back (get help!) and top of your bottom - no
flapping, nice and aero. Contactless payment accepted.

Getting to the Start Line

The start line is 8km from the clubhouse, give yourself 30 minutes to ride there, an ideal opportunity to
warm up! Ask for company to the start line if you like, or ride up Thoby Lane, bear left at ‘Jessops’ to
Blackmore and stay on the same road bending to the right and through to the woods. If your start time is
more than 5 minutes away, you can safely wait in Metsons lane about 200m before the start. When your
start time approaches, head to the start line and queue behind the rider due to start 1m before you.

The Start

Lights must be on by now. Line up as riders start at one minute intervals determined by their number.
There will be a ‘pusher off’ so with 30 seconds to go you can be held up and click your feet in. If you prefer
you can start foot out on your own if you are more comfortable doing that. Starter will announce 30
seconds, 10 seconds, then countdown 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, Go.

The Time Trial

Once you have started, try not to head out too hard, get yourself up to speed and prepare for your effort.
Pacing is critical, please read the “Secrets of the Vipers” at the end of this note to get some expert
guidance on how to pace your race. Also remember that aerodynamics are just as important as raw power
in a time trial, try to keep your body low, try not to move around too much. Also keep your head up at all
times! You will see marshalls at the two junctions on the course, they will direct you but you must take
responsibility for ensuring the road is clear yourself. Do not cross the white lines at the junctions as you
may be disqualified.

The Finish - Back to the Clubhouse

You will see the finish after going through Blackmore a second time. Technically it is good form to shout
out your number to help the finish marshalls - but they are experts at it so if you are breathless or forget,
no worries. Drive right through the line, you can slow down afterwards. Remember you are still on the race
course so be alert and stay out of the way as best you can. At Jessops bend you can move to the other
side and have a breather. Then this time take the turn back to HQ the same way you rode to start, rather
than up that hill again! Well done! You have done it! Time to get back to the clubhouse, check your time
and treat yourself to a cup of tea and some cake, you deserve it!

Want More? Why not join The Shaftesbury?

The Shaftesbury is now 135 years old, being one of the first cycling clubs in existence. We are proud of our
history and enjoy the many events the club hosts every year. Want to get involved? Membership is just £25
per year and alongside being able to participate in our many club events (time trials are not the only thing
we do!) membership gives you access to some great benefits such as discounted bike insurance,
competitive pricing of club kit as well as great deals at our local pit stop “The Windmill Cafe”. Details on
membership can be found on our website (www.shaftesbury.cc). Also be sure to follow us on Instagram
and Facebook!

http://www.shaftesbury.cc


~ Secrets of The Vipers ~
By Kevin Baumber

Pacing a time trial is critical to getting the best possible performance. Go out too hard and you won’t last
the distance, but if you start too slow you will never catch up. The Vipers is a technical, rolling, circuit. Our
Club Captain has written the “Secrets of the Vipers” to help you with the challenge ahead….

Warm up & the start line

Warm up: the shorter the race the more important the warm up. There is no shorter TT than a 10. Start out
spinning a high cadence in an easy gear, get a little steady state in and try to fit in 2 or 3 efforts of 1min just
below race pace, and 2 or 3x 30 secs at a bit above race effort with a few mins break in between intervals.
Bit of sweat, loose, fired up, and ready. Get to the start area 5 mins before & be present and ready with 3
mins to spare. Wiggins would breathe in on the countdown of 3, out on 2, in on 1, then go – try that.

Sector 1 – start to Jessops (3.3km)

Don't go out too hard, this sector is downhill and fast. There is a big effort coming in Sector 2 so we want to
arrive there ready to rock and roll. That said there is free adrenalin and a fast road here and every second
counts. Spin up to a nice high cadence and stay aero. Caution at the bend just out of the woods but once
you see it is clear press down to get a high cruising speed to head towards Blackmore. Stay down on the
bars at the pond bend by taking the right line, push over the little hump thereafter to maintain speed. The
rest is downhill to Jessops bend.

Sector 2 – Jessops to Green St turn (1.4km)

The hill after Jessops is one of two places the race is pretty much decided. The less time you spend going
slowly up here the biggest difference you can make to your time. There is lots of recovery straight after
the slope so it’s ok to go into the red, indeed to go with a near max interval. Remember you will get
recovery shortly, dig really deep here.

Upon cresting don’t just stop, the key is to recover at speed so once the climb is done one more brief
effort after the incline to get rolling at speed, then recover. Downhill to the turn means brakes are coming
on so no need to waste energy just before. Take recovery, but do it at a decent speed.

Sector 3 – turn to Fryerning bump (2.4km)

This section has tree cover and the temptation is to ride like nobody's watching and switch off. The clock is
watching. This section is not hard, don’t give it too much respect. It is fast so make the most of it, you
should be able to hit speeds that make some corners almost an issue. The undulation is dip followed by
rise so push the downhill to create super speed to negate the uphill part by getting a free ride up with
momentum. The road tilts up a bit after Bag Lane but it is not tough, do not respect it, stay pressed and
treat this entire sector as fast, too many people just let it pass. Stay in position.

Caution at the bend and select a lighter gear for Fryerning bump – then the bump, in truth it is tiny, you
can stay aero here, a few seconds of big seated power. If you must get out of the saddle then get back
asap, but you don’t need to sit up, spin up instead.

The whole course should be ridden in position, except for safety on those corners you have to come up
for – take a pass for the bump too if you don’t feel you have the strength, but stay down everywhere else
except where safety dictates.



Sector 4 – Church to top of Vipers (2km)

This sector is tricky because there’s nothing special to focus on. It’s neither super quick nor slow, it’s
another temptation to switch off. After Fryerning bump the first thing is to spin up to speed again, don’t just
carry on having beaten the bump, you need your speed back first. The thing here is to remember that
there is a big break coming up soon so a chance to recover. You have to spend that energy first. The road
starts going down at the white house a long way before the next big bend and descent, and there might
be hold ups there as the road snakes so other riders or cars may hold you up. All that means you can work
hard from the Church to the pub, you’ll make up time versus just going through the motions.

Sector 5 – the descent to turn (2.1km)

Stay safe, do what you are comfortable with, it’s crazy to try and stay on the bars all the way, sit up for the
difficult corners. Where possible drop back down to aero, this is most of the time going down, but know
your routine. The first right hander is off camber and blind but can be taken efficiently with a clean line. The
sweeping left a little after can catch you off guard by swinging you out onto the other side of the road.

Once the road opens up it’s back to business, spin up and focus on aero – start mental preparations for the
upcoming rise in the next sector – tell yourself you can do this, just one more big effort left.

Stay in lane on the turn or be DQ. Sitting up to turn is essential, before returning to the bars stand and
stamp on pedals to get momentum back once around the bend.

Sector 6 – turn to start line (1.5km)

The first section after the turn is flat but sticky, continue to talk to yourself about how hard you can go after
the bend. Past the bend the road to the woods is that false flat that feels like the Ventoux. Remember it’s
the same for everyone. This is the second definitive moment in your TT. The less time spent going slowly
here, the faster your time – go into the red again and make your best effort all the way to the start. If you
think you can sustain the effort you are making here to the end you are going nowhere near hard enough.
Once the work is done again make that little burst to get back up to speed before recovering; recover at
speed.

Sector 7 – start line to finish (2.8km)

You’ve ridden this already but now the game is totally changed. If you’ve got it right so far your brain
should be telling you “I can’t I can’t I can’t”– ignore that. Your job now is to empty the tank. Properly empty
the tank. Top gear. This entire section is all out with what’s left, constantly doubting if you can make it. If
you have that doubt you’re getting it right. In truth your earlier efforts will only pay off if you can defend
them here by finding strength you didn’t think you had. That’s where the PB comes, putting yourself in the
position to break your boundaries. If not now, when? Total recovery is coming right up so finish the job
properly, nothing left at the end.


